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Background & Planning  

 

Objective of App 
 

C-Track is an app designed to allow users to simply and easily track their calorie intake on a 

daily basis. 

 

Background 
 

The amount of energy in food is measured in calories.  If more calories are consumed than 

expended, this can lead to weight gain.  The NHS recommends the average man should consume 

around 2,500 calories, and the average woman around 2,000 calories in order to maintain a 

healthy body weight.  Therefore, it can be helpful to track calories when trying to reach a weight 

goal.  Most shop-bought foods have the calorie content stated on their packaging as part of the 

nutritional information.    

The popularity of health and fitness apps has soared in recent years, and in fact according to Net 

Imperative usage of these apps grew 330% in the three years from 2014 to 2017.  On the Google 

Play platform alone, during the second quarter of 2019, there were a staggering 41,377 

healthcare apps available to download, which showed a 4.69% increase on the previous quarter 

(Mikulic, Google Play: Number of Available Medical Apps as of Q3 2019).   

Those apps that do well have a massive audience.  MyFitnessPal, which is discussed in further 

detail below is the most downloaded health and fitness app from Google Play within the UK with 

over 81,000 downloads in May 2019 alone as shown in Figure 1.  The popularity of the app is 

also illustrated in Figure 2 which shows it has around 19 million active users each month.  Not 

only is the audience massive, but they “are the most loyal users in the app industry, with high 

retention rates, engagement and frequency of usage” (Net Imperative).   
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Figure 1: Leading Health and Fitness Mobile Apps in the Google Play Store in Great Britain in 

May 2019 by Number of Downloads

 
Source: O’Dea 

 

Figure 2: Most Popular Health and Fitness Apps in the US as of May 2018, by Monthly Active 

Users 

 
Source: Clement 

C-Track is being built as a native Android app for use on a phone.  This makes sense given that 

over half of those that use health apps do so on their phone.    
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Figure 3:  Health Apps Accessing Ways by Patients Worldwide 2017

 
Source: Mikulic 

 

Target Audience 
 

The target audience for C-Track is broadly anyone with an interest in health and fitness or 

specifically looking to achieve a weight goal. 

More specifically, a study conducted in 2017 by Elavsky, et al. suggests that those using mobile 

apps for managing nutrition, weight and fitness are more likely to be female with more frequent 

smartphone use, and more expert phone skills.  The study also suggests that mobile app users in 

general “tend to be young, have above average education and income levels, and reside mostly in 

urban or suburban areas” (Elavsky, et al.)  Figures 4 and 5 below confirm that fitness apps are 

more likely to be used by younger people, that is, those in their late teens to mid-forties.   
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Figure 4: Percentage of U.S. Adults Who Would Use an App to Track Their Diet and Nutrition as 

of 2017, by Age 

 

Source: Kunst 

 

Figure 5: Percentage of the Global Population That Used a Mobile App or Fitness Tracking Device 

to Track Their Health as of 2016, by Age

 
Source: Elflein 

Therefore C-Track will be targeted to those in their late-teens to mid-forties who are at least 

fairly comfortable with using apps.  It will however, still be designed to be simple with easy to 

use features to suit a broader audience. 
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Competitor Apps 

 

MyFitnessPal 
Website linked to app: https://www.myfitnesspal.com/ 

Available for free on Android. 

Over 50,000,000 installs from Google Play. 

 

MyFitnessPal is the world’s most popular health and fitness app.  It allows users to track their 

calorie intake and log activities.  It also takes weight and height information from users, and 

alongside information about their fitness goals, will calculate a recommended calorie intake.   

Users track their calories by logging the food that they eat by either manually entering calorie 

information, or scanning the barcode, and has over 11 million food items in its database. The app 

also allows users to log their water intake.   

MyFitnessPal also places a lot of emphasis on the user staying motivated to reach their goals by 

joining what they claim to be as the world’s largest fitness community. 

The app can also link to other apps health and fitness apps such as Fitbit and MapMyRun to 

create a more comprehensive picture of the user’s health and fitness level.   

The app uses push notifications to remind the user to track their meals. 

In terms of the design, the colours are kept to a very plain palette of white, black and grey with a 

blue #0070bf for larger buttons and actions such as ‘ADD FOOD’.  The green (#229b67) is used 

to show the number of calories remaining for the day.  The remaining three colours are used to 

illustrate the macros breakdown of each food being tracked.  The font is a consistent sans-serif 

throughout with various weightings, with some headings and calls to action in all capital letters. 

 

 

#0070bf 

 

 

#229b67 

 

#05bec7 

 

#f84646 

 

#bd65c5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.myfitnesspal.com/
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Figure 6a-c – Various Screens of MyFitnessPal 

MyFitnessPal - Diary  MyFitnessPal – Search  MyFitnessPal - Macros  
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Lose It! 
Website linked to app: https://www.loseit.com/ 

Available for free on Android. 

Over 10,000,000 installs from Google Play. 

 

The Lose It! app works in a very similar way to MyFitnessPal – users input their height and 

weight details along with their goal weight, and the app calculates the daily calorie budget. Lose 

It! claims to have over 40 million users.    

Users can track their calories by manually inputting the data, scanning the barcode or even by 

taking a photo of the food whereby the app makes suggestions as to what the food and calorie 

details might be.  Lose It! has over 27 million items in its database.     

Similarly to MyFitnessPal, Lose It! can also be linked to other health and fitness apps.   

Lose It!’s water tracking feature is only available as a paid-for premium feature of the app.  

The colour scheme of Lose It! is a little brighter to that of MyFitnessPal.  The main orange 

colour (#f37eld) evokes a feeling of health and vitality, with the complementary blue (#2c8aba) 

used for action buttons, focus and navigation to stand out.    There are several soft grey tones 

used for backgrounds of separate sections within each page.  Illustrated images are used 

throughout to show the different foods, which adds a little more colour, and makes the app seem 

friendlier and more accessible than MyFitnessPal.  A sans-serif font is used throughout in mostly 

black and grey hues.   

 

 

#f37e1d 

 

 

#11bc71 

 

#2c8aba 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.loseit.com/
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Figure 7a-c – Various Screens of Lose It! 

 Lose It! - My Day  

 

Lose It! - Log  

 

Lose It! - Search 
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MyNetDiary 

Website linked to app: https://www.mynetdiary.com/ 

Available for free on Android.  

Over 1,000,000 installs from Google Play.   

MyNetDiary has the least downloads of the three competitors discussed.  It is very similar to LoseIt! In terms of it being much more 

colourful than MyFitnessPal.  It features photographs of generic food types when the user enters in the amount of portion they are 

tracking.   

Figure 8a-c – Various Screens of MyNetDiary 

MyNetDiary - Dashboard 

 

MyNetDiary – Log 

 

MyNetDiary – Add Food 

 

https://www.mynetdiary.com/
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User Environments and Platforms 
 

The Android platform continues to be incredibly popular and as of May 2019 there were over 2.5 

billion active devices.   

In terms of its popularity within the UK, as of last year, it was neck and neck with iOS as 

illustrated in Figure 9 below. 

Figure 9– Share of Operating Systems in UK

Source: Kielty 

 

Figure 10 below shows the breakdown of what percentage of devices run each version of the 

Android platform.  Google recommends targeting apps to the latest version, while still providing 

support for about 90% of the active devices, so in the case of C-Track from version 5.1 and 

above.   
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Figure 10 – Percentage of Devices Running Each Version of Android Platform

Source: Android Developer 

 

Project Proposal 
 

The app will be built using Android Studio and Java, and so will only be available on the 

Android platform.   

The app will ask the user for their calorie intake goal each day.  The user can then manually log 

their calories intake.  The app will also contain a list of commonly eaten foods and their average 

calories.  As this is a prototype, there are no plans to connect the app to a database or make use 

of any APIs. 
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Project Requirements 

Functional Requirements 
 

Use Case Diagram 
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Formal Use Cases  

 

Add Calories  

 

ID: Use Case 1 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Add Calories’ button. 

2. A prompt appears on screen. 

3. User inputs number into prompt. 

4. User clicks ‘Apply’. 

5. The prompt disappears. 

6. User is returned to Home Screen. 

7. A toast confirms calories have been added.  

8. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The total calorie amount on the Home screen has changed. 

 

 

Reset Calorie Amount to Zero 

 

ID: Use Case 2 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Reset Calories’. 

2. Top calorie figure is zeroed. 

3. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The total calorie amount on the Home screen has changed 

to zero. 
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Edit Calorie Goal 

 

ID: Use Case 3 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Set Calories’ button. 

2. User inputs new calorie goal into pop-up prompt. 

3. User clicks on ‘Set’. 

4. User is redirected to the Home screen. 

5. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The calorie goal amount (bottom figure) on the Home 

screen has changed. 

 

 

View Food List  

ID: Use Case 4 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is on the Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on the 3 dots icon. 
2. User clicks on ‘Food Lis’. 
3. User is redirected to the Food List screen. 
4. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The user is redirected from the Home Screen to the Food 

List Screen. 

 

Non-Functional Requirements 
 

Deadline The prototype app must be built by week 13.   

 

Responsive across devices By default, Android resizes app layout to fit the current 

screen, but the app should be built with flexibility in 

mind.  
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Accessible The app should be able to be used by people with a wide 

range of capabilities.  This can be ensured by following 

the best practices of Material Design and accessibility 

guidelines as laid out by Google within the Android 

Developers documentation. 

 

 

 

 

Implementation Design  

 

Storyboard & Sketch First Iteration 
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Storyboards & Sketches - Final Iteration 
 

 

 
 

Home Screen   

 
This is the main screen of the app, and where 

most of the functionality sits.   

 

The top figure is the running total of calories 

input for the day, with the bottom figure 

showing the calorie goal the user is aiming 

for.   

 

The progress bar will change colour as the 

user reaches the goal, going from blue, 

through to yellow and then finally red as the 

goal is reached.  This is a visual warning for 

the user that the goal is close to being reached 

and that they should be cautious of what they 

eat for the remainder of the day.    

 

This screen also includes buttons to ‘Add 

Calories’, ‘Reset Calories’, and ‘Set 

Calories’.   

 

The menu to the top right off the screen 

contains a link to the Food List screen.   
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Set Calories Prompt 
 

On click of the ‘Set Calories’ button, a 

prompt will appear on screen. This prompt 

allows users to input their calorie goal. Once 

the user clicks ‘Set’, the user’s input will be 

stored as their daily calorie goal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Add Calories Prompt 
 

On click of the ‘Add Calories’ button, a 

prompt will appear on screen. This prompt 

allows users to input recently consumed 

calories. Once the user clicks ‘Apply’, the 

submitted figure is added to their current 

calories. 
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 Calories Added – 500/2000 
 

Screen displaying the outcome of a user 

adding calories with progress bar showing 

blue. The progress bar remains blue while 0 – 

69 per cent of goal has been reached.   

 

Furthermore, the menu is displayed with 

available options; with each option redirecting 

the user to their desired activity. 

 

 

 
 
 

Calories Added – 1750/2000 
 

Screen displaying the outcome of a user 

adding calories with greater percentage of 

goal reached. Colour of current calorie text 

and progress bar changes to emphasise the 

user is approaching their goal.  The progress 

bar remains amber while 70 – 99 per cent of 

goal has been reached. 
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 Calories Added – 1750/2000 
 

Screen displaying the outcome of a user 

adding calories meaning 100 percent of goal 

is reached. Colour of current calorie text and 

progress bar changes as a result 

 

 Calories Reset  
                                                          

The ‘Reset Calories’ button sets the calorie 

intake to zero.   
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 Food List 
 

This screen can be accessed from the Home 

Screen by clicking on ‘Food List’ within the 

menu.  

 

The list displays a collection of foods and the 

number of calories they contain. The calorie 

total is based on an average of the calories 

within each food from across 5 brands.   

 

Activity_main.xml: 
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Style Guide 

The light blue colour (#2AB7CA) is used throughout the application to represent a modern and 

energetic feel. The blue and the white work well together to give an overall clean look and work 

toward the goal of a minimalistic design. With the wide target audience in mind at all times, the 

design is as simple as possible ensuring the app is easy to use for all.   

The Open Sans font is used on all text within the buttons and the content within the app. Open 

Sans is a sans-serif font designed specifically for use on screen.  It is therefore ideal for use 

within an app and should be easily legible for all.  The logo utilizes Dancing Script, a script font 

in order to add some interest and as a contrast to the simplistic design of the majority of the app.   

Another way of helping users be able to read the text easily was by having the text being white to 

contrast against the blue background. The white works well with the blue to really stand out. 

This will hopefully make all the difference to users who maybe cannot see very well or have 

smaller screen sizes. 
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Class Diagrams 

The Calories class, which contains the main functionality of the 

product consists of four attributes and four methods. The 

currentCal and dailyCal attributes are both integer data types 

defined by the user via an input field. The percentage attribute is 

a float data type and is required to calculate the user’s progress 

and identify the appropriate colour scheme. For example, the 

colour of the progress bar and text changes as the user 

approaches their goal. Lastly, an integer variation of the 

percentage variable is required to update the progress bar; as 

Android Studio’s progress bar value cannot be determined by a 

float data type. 

The addCal and setDailyCal methods feature much of the same functionality, as on click of their 

respective buttons, a dialogue box appears prompting the user to input consumed calories or set a 

calorie goal. The addCal method adds the submitted value to the user’s current intake, being 

stored in the currentCal variable; and, the data submitted from setDailyCal overwrites the current 

value stored within the dailyCal variable.  Both addCal and setDailyCal methods call the 

updateProgress method; which converts the currentCal variable into an integer to display within 

a text view. The percentage float variable is then populated by the sum of currentCal*100 / 

dailyCal to identify the user’s progress. A new instance of percentage is then created as an 

integer to update the status of the progress bar, as Android Studio’s progress bar cannot intake a 

float. Finally, updateProgress contains a sequence of if/else statements which appropriately style 

the page relevant to the user’s progress.  The last method available within the calories class is 

resetCal. This method is called when the user clicks ‘Reset Calories’, and, when deployed, it 

updates the value of currentCal to 0. 
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The food class entails the required attributes of name and calories. The name attribute contains 

the food's name and is defined as a string data type. The calories attribute holds the food's calorie 

information and is also a string data type as it is composed of both numbers and letters. 

Duplicates of the food class are created, with these objects being displayed in a list view within 

the food list activity. 

 

Implementation 
 

SharedPreferences – Storage 
 

It is imperative that the users progress is not lost when the app was exited;  therefore, to allow 

the storage of the user’s calorie information, sharedPreferences was recruited. To utilise 

sharedPreferences as a storage method, a declaration is required. Following the declaration, the 

variables of dailyCal and currentCal are set to the stored information, which is the latest version 

of both variables. 
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Switch Statement and Intent 
 

To determine the action when a menu item is clicked, a switch statement was implemented. This 

statement identifies which option has been selected, if the option selected was the current 

activity, a toast appears notifying the user of this; if not, the activity changes using an intent. 

 

 

 

SetDailyCal Method & Example of Loop 
 

// Example of method 
public void setDailyCal(View v){ 
    // Build alert dialog and set a title 
    AlertDialog.Builder setDailyCalDialog = new AlertDialog.Builder(Calories.this); 
    setDailyCalDialog.setTitle("Set Calories"); 
    // Alert dialog requires number input 
    final EditText setDailyCalInput = new EditText(Calories.this); 
    setDailyCalInput.setInputType(InputType.TYPE_CLASS_NUMBER); 
    setDailyCalDialog.setView(setDailyCalInput); 
    // Actions when confirmation button is clicked 
    setDailyCalDialog.setPositiveButton("Set", new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() 
{ 
        @Override 
        public void onClick(DialogInterface dialogInterface, int i) { 
            // Assign value to integer 
            dailyCal = Integer.valueOf(setDailyCalInput.getText().toString()); 
            // While user input equals 0, display toast and update shared preferences 
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            while(dailyCal == 0) { 
                Toast.makeText(Calories.this, "Cannot set calories to 0", 
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 
                break; 
            } 
            while(dailyCal != 0) { 
                updateProgress(); 
                Toast.makeText(Calories.this, "Calories set", 
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 
                SharedPreferences settings = getSharedPreferences(PREFS_NAME, 0); 
                SharedPreferences.Editor editor = settings.edit(); 
                editor.putInt("dailyCal", dailyCal); 
                editor.apply(); 
                break; 
            } 
         } 
    }); 
    // If cancel is clicked, close alert dialog 
    setDailyCalDialog.setNegativeButton("Cancel", new 
DialogInterface.OnClickListener() { 
        @Override 
        public void onClick(DialogInterface dialogInterface, int i) { 
            dialogInterface.cancel(); 
        } 
    }); 
    setDailyCalDialog.show(); 
} 

The setDailyCal method is called on click of the Set Calories button, and when called, creates an 

alert dialogue which requests the user to input their calorie aim. If the user attempts to submit the 

value of 0, a while loop displays a toast, notifying the user that calories cannot be set to 0; 

however, breaks after one iteration to prevent an infinite loop. While the submission is not equal 

to 0, the updateProgress method is called and a toast displays, notifying the user that their 

amount has been accepted. Furthermore, sharedPreferences is updated, storing the user input 

within the dailyCal variable and saving the value in storage, and, breaks after one iteration to 

prevent an infinite loop. The user can opt-out of setting a calorie goal by clicking the cancel 

button which is generated with the alert dialogue, this method simply closes the dialogue. 

 

addCal Method 
 

public void addCal(View v){ 
    // Create alert dialog 
    AlertDialog.Builder addCalDialog = new AlertDialog.Builder(Calories.this); 
    addCalDialog.setTitle("Add Calories"); 
    // Define required data type 
    final EditText addCalInput = new EditText(Calories.this); 
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    addCalInput.setInputType(InputType.TYPE_CLASS_NUMBER); 
    addCalDialog.setView(addCalInput); 
    // If apply is selected, add the submitted value to the user's current calorie's, 
call update progress and save the value 
    addCalDialog.setPositiveButton("Apply", new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() { 
        @Override 
        public void onClick(DialogInterface dialogInterface, int i) { 
            currentCal += Integer.parseInt(addCalInput.getText().toString()); 
                updateProgress(); 
                Toast.makeText(Calories.this, "Calories added", 
Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show(); 
                @SuppressLint("WrongConstant") SharedPreferences settings2 = 
getSharedPreferences(PREFS_NAME, 1); 
                SharedPreferences.Editor editor = settings2.edit(); 
                editor.putInt("currentCal", currentCal); 
                editor.apply(); 
 
        } 
    }); 
    // If cancel is clicked, close alert dialog 
    addCalDialog.setNegativeButton("Cancel", new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() { 
        @Override 
        public void onClick(DialogInterface dialogInterface, int i) { 
            dialogInterface.cancel(); 
        } 
    }); 
    addCalDialog.show(); 
} 

 

The addCal method is called when the Add Calories button is clicked, and, on call creates an 

alert dialogue which prompts the user to add calories. If the user clicks the apply button 

generated with the alert, the updateProgress method is called, the calories submitted are added 

onto their existing total, and sharedPreferences is updated to reflect this change. If the user 

selects the cancel option, the alert dialogue is closed. 

 

 

 

updateProgress Method & Example of Selection & Sequence 
 

public void updateProgress(){ 
    // Convert percentage into string for display 
    textView.setText(String.valueOf(currentCal)); 
    textView2.setText(String.valueOf(dailyCal)); 
    // Checks value as cannot be implemented 
    if(currentCal!= 0 & dailyCal !=0) { 
        // Convert into float for calculation 
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        float percentage = (currentCal * 100/ dailyCal); 
        // Convert percentage into integer for progress bar 
        int progInt = (int)percentage; 
        // Set progress bar 
        progressBar.setProgress(progInt); 
        // if percentage is greater than 99% update text colour to red - notifying 
the user they have reached their daily limit 
        if(percentage > 99) { 
            textView.setTextColor(Color.parseColor("#fe4a49")); 
            progressBar.getProgressDrawable().setColorFilter( 
                    Color.parseColor("#fe4a49"), 
android.graphics.PorterDuff.Mode.SRC_IN); 
        } 
        // if percentage is between 70 and 99 percent update text colour 
        else if (percentage > 70 && percentage <= 99) { 
            textView.setTextColor(Color.parseColor("#fed766")); 
            progressBar.getProgressDrawable().setColorFilter( 
                    Color.parseColor("#fed766"), 
android.graphics.PorterDuff.Mode.SRC_IN); 
        } 
        // if percentage is below 70 set text text colour 
        else { 
            textView.setTextColor(Color.parseColor("#2ab7ca")); 
            progressBar.getProgressDrawable().setColorFilter( 
                    Color.parseColor("#2ab7ca"), 
android.graphics.PorterDuff.Mode.SRC_IN); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

The updateProgress method firstly selects text views, outputting the number of calories the user 

has consumed and their daily goal, making the user aware of their progress. This method is 

called when the application loads; therefore, an if statement is introduced to prevent errors as 

when first using the application both currentCal and dailyCal variables are set to zero. Without 

the “if(currentCal!= 0 & dailyCal !=0)“, statement, the method would run on the users 

first attempt to use the application, and fail to load as the “float percentage = 

(currentCal * 100/ dailyCal);“ line would break the application, as java cannot divide 

by zero. If the currentCal and dailyCal variables are not equal to zero a calculation follows which 

identifies the user’s progress in a percentage format; storing the value in a float variable named 

percentage. The percentage variable is then converted into an integer and displayed within the 

progress bar, as Android Studio’s progress bar cannot intake a float data type. If the percentage 

variable is greater than 99%, the colour of the progress bar and the text displaying how many 

calories the user has consumed changes to red to notify the user they have reached their calorie 
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goal. If the percentage variable is between 70 and 99, the progress bar and the text displaying 

how many calories the user has consumed changes to amber to notify the user they are 

approaching their calorie goal. If none of the above conditions are true, the colour of the progress 

bar and calories consumed text appears blue. 

resetCal Method  
 

public void resetCal(View view){ 
    currentCal = 0; 
    progressBar.setProgress(0); 
    textView.setTextColor(Color.parseColor("#2ab7ca")); 
    progressBar.getProgressDrawable().setColorFilter( 
            Color.parseColor("#2ab7ca"), android.graphics.PorterDuff.Mode.SRC_IN); 
    @SuppressLint("WrongConstant") SharedPreferences settings2 = 
getSharedPreferences(PREFS_NAME, 1); 
    SharedPreferences.Editor editor = settings2.edit(); 
    editor.putInt("currentCal", currentCal); 
    editor.apply(); 
    updateProgress(); 
} 

 

The resetCal method is called when the Reset Calories button is clicked, on call, the current 

variable and progress bar are set to 0; with the colour scheme on the page, changing colour to 

emphasise this change. Furthermore, the information stored using sharedPreferences is updated 

to reflect this update. 

 

 

 

 

Food Object 
 

The food class object is defined and various new food objects are created which follow the same 

structure. The objects are compressed into an array and populate a list view within the food list 

activity displaying popular foods and their calorie information. 
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// Creating a food object 
public class Food { 
    private String foodName; 
    private String foodCal; 
 
    // Creation of constructor 
    public Food(String foodName, String foodCal) { 
        this.foodName = foodName; 
        this.foodCal = foodCal; 
    } 
 
    public String getFoodName() { 
        return foodName; 
    } 
 
    public void setFoodName(String foodName) { 
        this.foodName = foodName; 
    } 
 
    public String getFoodCal() { 
        return foodCal; 
    } 
 
    public void setFoodCal(String foodCal) { 
        this.foodCal = foodCal; 
    } 
} 

Creation of the food object class and constructor to allow retrieval of the data. 

 

// Creating the food objects 
Food chickenBreast = new Food("100g of Chicken Breast", "165kcal"); 
Food basmati = new Food("75g of Basmati Rice", "262kcal"); 
Food milk = new Food("100ml of Milk", "42cal"); 
Food egg = new Food("1 Large Egg(50g)", "78kcal"); 
Food apple = new Food("1 Medium Apple", "95kcal"); 
Food bread = new Food("2 Slices of Whole-wheat Bread", "247kcal"); 
Food lentils = new Food("100g of Lentils", "116kcal"); 
Food spinach = new Food("30g of Spinach", "5kcal"); 
Food banana = new Food("100g of Banana", "89kcal"); 

Creation of food objects which follow the defined blue prints.  

 

// Creation of array list 
 ArrayList<Food> foodList = new ArrayList<>(); 
// Adding the food objects to the array 
 foodList.add(chickenBreast); 
 foodList.add(basmati); 
 foodList.add(milk); 
 foodList.add(egg); 
 foodList.add(apple); 
 foodList.add(bread); 
 foodList.add(lentils); 
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 foodList.add(spinach); 
 foodList.add(banana); 

Creation of array list and the addition of the food objects into the array list. 

 

FoodListAdapter adapter = new FoodListAdapter(this, R.layout.adapter_view_layout, 
foodList); 
// Passing adapter to the list view as a parameter 
mListView.setAdapter(adapter); 

Creation of a food list adapter which intakes the current context, the layout which displays the 

objects and the array list. “mListView.setAdapter(adapter);” targets our list view which 

outputs the objects, passing the created adapter as a parameter. 

 

public View getView(int position, @Nullable View convertView, @NonNull ViewGroup 
parent) { 
    // Grabs the food content 
    String foodName = getItem(position).getFoodName(); 
    String foodCal = getItem(position).getFoodCal(); 
 
    //Creates the object with the food information 
    Food food = new Food(foodName, foodCal); 
 
    LayoutInflater inflater = LayoutInflater.from(mContext); 
    convertView = inflater.inflate(mResource, parent, false); 
 
    TextView tvFoodName = convertView.findViewById(R.id.textView1); 
    TextView tvFoodCal = convertView.findViewById(R.id.textView2); 
 
    tvFoodName.setText(foodName); 
    tvFoodCal.setText(foodCal); 
 
    return convertView; 
} 

Food List adapter which gets the value from the object, creates a new object with the food 

information and populates the list view with the food objects. 
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Testing 
 

Ongoing Testing Table 
 

Task Expected Result Actual Result Fixing Process 

Add 500 calories 

to calorie total (0). 

The calories for the day 

should change from 0 to 500. 

Does as intended. N/A 

Reset the calories 

to 0. 

The calories ‘0’ should be 

displayed on the screen above 

the progress bar after the 

‘RESET CALORIES’ button 

is clicked. 

Does as intended. 

 

N/A 

Set the calorie 

goal to 3000. 

Once the calorie goal of 3000 

is inserted into the input tag 

accessed by clicking ‘SET 

CALORIES’ button, the 

calories ‘3000’ should be 

displayed underneath the 

progress bar. 

Does as intended. 

 

N/A 

Add 2500 calories. The number ‘2500’ should be 

displayed above the progress 

bar. The progress bar should 

also change from a light blue 

colour to yellow. 

Does as intended. 

 

N/A 

Add 500 calories 

to the total of 

2500 calories. 

Due to the calorie goal being 

3000, once the calories of 500 

is added to the 2500, the 

progress bar and calories 

reached will turn red. 

Does as intended. N/A 

 

Reset the calories 

again. 

The calories reached and 

progress bar should change 

from red to a light blue again. 

The colour of the 

calories reached 

and progress bar 

remained red 

although the 

calories were reset 

to 0. 

The functionality 

which resets the 

progress bar was not 

available within the 

resetCal function. 

Once added, works 

as expected. 

Click on the 3 

dotted icon and 

click on the 

Food List page. 

The user should be redirected 

from the Home page to the 

Food List page 

Does as intended. N/A 
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Compatibility Testing 
 

Due to the app being developed with the target of Android 10.0, the app works with the 

following list of phones: 

Phone Manufacturer Version 

Essential Phone (PH-1) 

Asus Zenfone 6, ZenFone 5Z 

Google Pixel 3a XL, Pixel 3a, Pixel 3 XL, Pixel 3, Pixel 2, Pixel 2 XL, 

Pixel, Pixel XL 

Huawei P30 Pro, P30, Mate 20 Pro, Nova 5T 

LG  G8 ThinQ, G7 One 

Motorola Moto One Power 

Nokia 8.1, 9 PureView, 7.1 

OnePlus 7 Pro, 7, 6T, 6 

Samsung 10 Plus 5G, 10 Plus, 10, S10 Plus, S10, S10e, M30, M20 

Sony Xperia 1, Xperia 5 

 
The 10 manufacturers listed above are releasing 51 phones in 2020 that will also run on Android 

Version 10.0 (Jansen).  That is an uplift of 150% on those phones running on version 10.0 

currently.  By making the app with this version 10.0 intended, it means that the app is current 

and up-to-date and will at least be like that for at least 2-3 years. 

Due to none of our group having an android phone available to us with version 10.0, we could 

only test the app’s functionality using the emulator on Android Studio.  

 

User Testing 
 

The following tasks were listed for 3 different users to complete while the using the application:  

 

User 1 

Age: 54   Gender: Female 

Tasks Completed (Y/N) 

Set a calorie goal of 2000. Y 

Add 500 calories. Y 

Reset the calories total. Y 

Access the Food List screen. Y 

Navigate back to the Home screen. Y 

 

Feedback: The application functions as expected. Although everything works properly, I feel like 

there can be small improvements made to improve the application. I would like for the 
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navigation process to access other pages to be more obvious on how to access the different 

pages. As I am slightly older, I would’ve liked for there to be individual buttons to be able access 

each page rather than the 3 dotted icon at the top right. Although this confused me at first, I was 

able to find out how to within a minute of using the app, so it wasn’t too much hassle. 

 

User 2 

Age: 53   Gender: Male 

Tasks Completed (Y/N) 

Set a calorie goal of 2000. Y 

Add 500 calories. Y 

Reset the calories total. Y 

Access the Food List screen. Y 

Navigate back to the Home screen. Y 

 

 

Feedback: Everything works as expected. I would suggest making changes to the design or 

colour scheme of the app to make it look slightly more exciting. Although I feel this way, the 

simplicity of the app makes it very easy to use.  

 

User 3 

Age: 23  Gender: Male 

Tasks Completed (Y/N) 

Set a calorie goal of 2000. Y 

Add 500 calories. Y 

Reset the calories total. Y 

Access the Food List screen. Y 

Navigate back to the Home screen. Y 

 

Feedback: Works perfectly fine. Slightly bland/empty layout but gets the job done for what's 

expected to be on a calorie counting app. I would’ve liked if users were able to add items from 

the Food List page rather than just having a list of the food with the calories next it and then 

having to manually go back and add that number to your total. Would also be good if there was 

a search bar to look for what type of food you specifically want to find. 

 

By looking at all the feedback we received, it seems as if we’ve maybe made the application too 

basic. This is something we will learn from and consider for future projects. Added features such 

as extra buttons for navigation and a search feature is a good suggestion which we will also 
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consider using for future projects like this one. Although these can be implemented in future 

projects, we’re happy that all users were able to function the website easily and complete all the 

tasks correctly. 

Functionality Testing 
 

Add Calories  

 

ID: Use Case 1 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Add Calories’ button. 

2. A prompt appears on screen. 

3. User inputs number into prompt. 

4. User clicks ‘Apply’. 

5. The prompt disappears. 

6. User is returned to Home Screen. 

7. A toast confirms calories have been added.  

8. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The total calorie amount on the Home screen has changed. 

 

Testing: The use case functions as expected. 

 

 

Reset Calorie Amount to Zero 

 

ID: Use Case 2 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Reset Calories’. 

2. Top calorie figure is zeroed. 

3. Use case ends. 
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Post Conditions:  The total calorie amount on the Home screen has changed 

to zero. 

 

Testing: The use case functions as expected. 

 

 

Edit Calorie Goal 

 

ID: Use Case 3 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is in Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on ‘Set Calories’ button. 

2. User inputs new calorie goal into pop-up prompt. 

3. User clicks on ‘Set’. 

4. User is redirected to the Home screen. 

5. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The calorie goal amount (bottom figure) on the Home 

screen has changed. 

 

Testing: The use case functions as expected. 

 

 

View Food List  

ID: Use Case 4 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is on the Home Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on the 3 dots icon. 

2. User clicks on ‘Food List’. 

3. User is redirected to the Food List screen. 

4. Use case ends. 

Post Conditions:  The user is redirected from the Home Screen to the Food 

List Screen. 

Testing: The use case functions as expected. 
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View Home Screen from Food List 

 

ID: Use Case 5 

 

Actors: User 

 

Preconditions: User is on the Food List Screen. 

 

Flow of Events: 

1. User clicks on the 3 dots icon. 

2. User clicks on the ‘Home’ button. 

3. User is redirected to the Home screen. 

4. Use case ends. 

 

Post Conditions:  The user is redirected from the Food List Screen to the 

Home Screen. 

 

Testing: The use case functions as expected. 
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